
            CONSTRUCTION OF LARGE  PRIME NUMBERS 

                       FOR GENERATING PUBLIC KEYS  

 

 
It is well known that it is quite difficult if not impossible to factor the product of two 

large prime numbers in a finite time interval even with the highest speed computers. For 

this reason such numbers have become important in producing unbreakable public keys 

used in cryptography (see RSA encryption). To generate such large primes people have 

traditionally used variations on the Mersenne Primes generated by the formula- 
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for the values of n=3, 7, 31, 127, 8191, 131071, etc or used random number generators 

and tested these numbers for primeness.To date 47 Mersenne primes have been found 

with the latest given as- 
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Although not yet proven, there probably are an infinite number of such Mersenne primes 

, for practical purposes there are less than 30 of these which are neither too small or too 

large to find application in encryption. Since these numbers are well known, it takes 

relatively little work to break public keys based purely on the Mersenne Primes. Take, as 

an example, the public key- 

 

              N= 374144419156711146897884040346152783797331507019777 

 

which in binary takes on the relatively simple form- 

 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111

111111111111111111111111111111111110000000000000000000000000000000000000

000000000000000000000001 

 

If we now assume one is dealing with the product of two Mersenne primes, then it is 

relatively easy to find by trail and error that- 
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Thus this public key would be quickly compromised. To avoid this , encryptors resort to 

variations of the Mersenne numbers or to random number generators. We want here to 

discuss one such generation technique for quickly producing large prime numbers whose 

products will be very difficult to factor. We will make use of a Mersenne like generation 

mechanism based on the powers of low number integers taken to large powers and use an 

adjustment constant A  to make the generated number prime. Specifically we look for 

prime numbers in the 100 to 1000 digit range based on the formula- 
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where a, b, and c are low number integers such as 2, 3, 4, etc. Also the powers n, m , k 

are taken in the ten to several hundred range  to guarantee large numbers N. The constant 

A is adjustable and is varied until N becomes a prime. Two large prime numbers 

produced following this recipe are- 
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Writing these out in longhand yields- 

 

 N1=2535301200751606708172759236907 and  N2=18898691555315249315909 

 

The public key using these two primes reads- 

 

 PubKey=N1*N2= 47913875392825001317586084762966642969208892615053463 

 

Using the MAPLE   factoring command  ifactor(PubKey)  on my PC produces no result 

after ten minutes of running, implying the key is pretty secure if one does not resort to 

using high speed supercomputers. 

 

 

There are innumerable other prime numbers which have the form of N. Here two 

additional ones - 

 

N1(3,4,7,96,35,89,64269)=64269+3
96
+4 

35
+7 

89
= 

163578251347443490847716095908424069644885091711347180968806820810833587

3621 

 

and- 

 

N2(2,3,5,59,197,241,19683)=19683+2
59
+3
197
+5
241
= 

282989971213334761484659977840243493146329099941848068424456715310484416

207010165349965449612071723282142604938506074593981129831825252050513519

7422159639847157963231259 

 

The constant A in these examples was found by a trial and error approach which 

can be easily automated. The 234 digit public key corresponding to these last two 

primes is- 

 

PubKey=N1*N2= 

    462910046399406716344185601515590894389826663913033042617523594653 

    651327688300155125691737463058043073962369955015840677590086394032 

    186773974959509639443586058420312581394170868987685489668993142161 



    4763713023520114789458361850574517439820718839 

 

 

Without knowing the form of either N1 or N2 this key would be hard to break by 

brute force computation. A code breaking approach which might prove more 

effective would be to tabulate a large list of large digit primes of length less than the 

square root of the public key and then try out products till the public key is 

matched. Of course encoders will be aware of such efforts and counteract attempts 

by using even more complicated generating formulas for large primes N. 

 

A really large prime of the above type  took me about 15 minutes to find  using the 

MAPLE search approach- 

 

       for n from (s+ 0) to (s+100) do { n, isprime(n+4^345+7^528+11^49)}od; 

 

, where s is chosen at random and one tests for primeness in chunks of 100. This 

prime number reads- 

 

N(4,7,11,345,528,49,153837)= 

 

162841512499851121625337485049335504709055302445026342187519388408334486

118341176748177122698677849148495416174734789532928376145329476407504529

007151432127185504863620598091441085963242190811457766942455527121944350

854166353871203691012626226342584809088456100458803345009377304803178269

612217435371286980355837111117215229742468182342573922564739680385099618

526441308027573178765206115259390206296956015783584886632753345619584572

885636039280953 

 

Finally I leave you with the following 647 digit  public key produced by the product 

of two large primes generated by the above search approach for N(a,b,c,n,m,k,A)-- 

 

PubKey :=  

 

401227950096336018770392146086113175522352286974940987602219241279945569

514006630898328456799764276048850962275357392663612588960403845650450349

405066623211494704883499506491446834176032499851361196134379131947476835

142969866075463720218669174205860345155585078920829406140694815051951003

580988850463912151804956433878799301692693923771944330326528660975096996

701918468563688026621383468376324791706199258179082410739445159857881614

313930753635466050841554526466137734064251017267911052915580378380939448

043514662516442401216420716913862683055765713667276857802984880694148899

94681075156580920748976452187625933275038632708916355532270900762658701 

 

See if any of you can break it. My guess is no one will be able to including the people 

at the NSA . It took me about ten minutes to find the two large prime numbers 

whose product yields this public key. 
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